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POLITICAL REFORMS
Pakistan is an Islamic Idealistic state and Islam is the strongest pillar of our social life. In this
perspective the Pakistan Conservative Party shall perform to boast Islamic tradition in all
aspects of life.
Our religion is a complete life style which guides us through all aspects of life and strongly
recommends the immortal traditions of justice, behavior and human rights to undo the social
imbalances. Islamic state imposes responsibilities upon the rich to look after the needy middle
class citizens and to pay their dues to the government. The citizens of an Islamic state are
required to pay their debts so the available resources can be utilized properly to run the state
smoothly.
Islam is the centrifugal force of our national unity and uniformity, so Pakistan Conservative
party is determined to take effective measures to minimize the racism and sector differences so
that the united Pakistani nation can take a positive part to achieve great national goal.
Since Pakistan came into existence as a result of a democratic struggle thus democracy is
essential for Pakistan however the misuse of power in bad administration and corruption has
earned a bad name to the democracy. Now we intend to get rid of corruption from our national
politics by taking concrete steps and to strengthen the democracy. Following are the intended
actions:















Parliament’s supremacy shall be restored by restricting law making through ordnances and
SYSTEM will be comprehensively implemented to induce parliament’s counsels in
important matters.
The constitution shall be adequately amended to end horse trading and change in political
loyalties. The membership shall cease in case of a sensitive loyalty change.
The number of parliament seats shall be increased to make national and provincial
assemblies a true representative of different classes of the society so that women and
intellectuals of different fields have their representation in the parliament.
The upper limit of the election expenditure will be lower to enable the low income people
to contest the election and to loosen the grip of riches upon politics.
The number of ministers and advisers will be reduced in federal and provincial
governments to minimize the state expenses.
The import of duty free cars for high officials and the facility of treatment abroad for VIP
people shall be stopped completely.
The assets of the elected people shall be publicly announced.
If any parliamentarian was found involved in corruption, not only he will lose his/her seat
but a ban of 10 years to contest any election will be imposed upon him/her.
All judicial inquiry reports shall be published within due period of time.
The Pakistani expatriates will be given the right to vote. The foreign born children of
Pakistani expatriates will not require Pakistani visa. The foreign born children must be
registered in Pakistan.
Unnecessary protocol for the ministers and other state servants shall be stopped.
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PEACE AND JUSTICE
The provision of internal and external peace and security to the citizens is the prime
responsibility of the government. The disturbed law and order situation seen in the recent past
is a result of denial of supremacy of the law by the government to attain absolute power. Using
state machinery to overcome political rivals and the trend of one family rule has shattered our
society right to its roots.
The grave situation of internal security encouraged our enemies, consequently our external
threats are multiplied. We pledged to rectify the situation through the following actions:









Implementation of law at all levels will be ensured in the entire country.
The state governess shall be used to protect the meeker from the undue influence of the
power holders.
Police attitude and performance will be enhanced through reforms and training.
Political interference in administration will be stopped. The common people shall be
induced practically in planning the crime prevention and social services.
Result oriented reforms will be introduced to rectify jails situation to ensure that prisoners
especially youngsters live as better citizens after their release from jails.
The district police will be responsible to maintain law and order and also to respect the
rights of the citizens.
The Pakistan Panel Court, Law of Evidence and Criminal Panel Court will be revised to
reconcile with the social requirements.
A vast chain of legal associations will be formed to provide legal assistance to the helpless
women and other destitute citizens.

RIGHTS OF THE CITIZENS
The constitution of our country guarantees that every citizen has the ultimate right to the
protection of his life and wealth; opportunities for free growth and the equal legal facilities in
the perspective of Islamic principles. We pledge to derive a mechanism under which:









The law implementation will be so strict that even highly influential person will not be able
to escape from the firm grip of law.
A commanding authority will be formed which shall ensure that the administration does
not misuse its powers.
The District Session Judge will look after the rights of the citizens and if any
administration worker causes any injustice to any citizen then the Session Judge will act
accordingly upon the complaint of the citizen.
The employment in government services and the admissions in academic or vocational
institution will strictly be on merit basis. The merit will be judged through the competition
examination held under Public Service Commission or other autonomous bodies.
The valance and victimization on women and the child labour shall be ceased completely.
Death penalty will be awarded to the criminals of gang rapes.
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The system of having private jails and self imposed punishments by the feudal will be dealt
with iron hands. Any such jail found will be directly blamed upon the local administration
and culprits will be punished.

GOOD GOVERNESS
The governing system in Pakistan needs drastic measures to reform and make it practically
acceptable. The government mechanism is almost unbearable, corrupt, deviated and nihilist.

SUPREMACY OF LAW




All government decision will be under the law and all discretion powers will be forfeited
and the government departments will be standardized in the best interest of public.
The government rules and regulation will be modified to be easy and comprehensive
The tenure of the government servant will be protected and high officials will be absolved
from political influence through Strict Accountability.

DIVISION OF POWER
Concrete steps will be taken to dissolve the centralization of power at federal and provincial
level by making district administration role instrumental and active to improvise the
government as servant to the people and end the red tape ism. In this regard health, primary &
secondary education, construction of local roads, irrigation and police departments will be
decentralized in the first phase, these department shall be run by the local or district authorities
and the provincial or federal government will merely observe them.

GETTING RID OF CORRUPTION
Misuse of power, avariciousness and corruption are the deadliest plaques of our deteriorating
society. Pakistan Conservative Party shall act at the following three levels:
 The accountability process will be enhanced and the accountability department will have
independent and authoritative to investigate in case of any complaint against the elected
representative or government officials. The commission will have its own separate
mechanism for investigation and prosecution.
 Honest people will be appointed in the federal and provincial anti corruption committees
who fear only Allah to punish corrupt government officials and to terminate their services
 Every civil servant and public representative will be bound to declare his holdings and
assets regularly.
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CUTTING EXPENSES
The government expends more than the required percentage of our national resources. To
reduce government expenses we shall:





We shall end the traditional rich parties and meetings and only tea will be served in parties.
Meal may be served only in marriage parties.
We shall take full measures to end the social curse of dowry and its display.
The use of government vehicles and telephone will be reduced.]
The inland and foreign by air tours of the government officials will be limited.

INDUSTRY & TRADE
The corruption, selfish decisions and worsening law and order situation in Pakistan has
damaged the country’s economical life. False loans were awarded against heavy commissions
and bribes and high cost contracts & state deals were approved which caused the loss of
billions of rupees to the nation. Following steps will be taken in view of the above facts:










Industry and trade sectors will be given more autonomy to enhance and continue the
economic reforms and rent seeking will be prohibited without validation to make the use of
national resources as transparent as possible.
The taxes and customs on the imports will be compatible with the requirements to improve
investment in the export industry and to discourage smuggling.
The private sector will be encouraged to introduce training schemes to improve the quality
of the production and the capacity of the labour.
The law regarding sales tax, central excise and sales tax will be made easily
understandable.
The continuity of the policies will be ensured and open promotions will be on transparent
actions. The system of rapid action will be implemented to address ant issue within 3 days
of time.
A strict policy of population growth will be enforced to improve the production ratio and to
provide jobs to the labour class.
New dams are essential in all the suitable parts of the country.

AGRICULTURAL & RURAL DEVELOPMENT






Agriculture is our largest and most important sector of our economics but due attention was
not given nor such economical and financial facilities were considered for this deserving
sector.
Pakistan Conservative party aims to develop, strengthen this sector and also to expand
through the following reforms:
Each district will be surveyed and a 5 year development plan will be prepared considering
the land, water and human resources of the district.
Lakes and dams will be build to store flood water for irrigation and to gain energy.
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Our government will implement a comprehensive project to achieve self reliance in wheat
and oil seeds.
Corpse prices will be gradually increased to meet the international export prices.
A special program will be carried out to improve small farmer’s production capability and
to ensure to get good corpse price in the market.
Special attention will be given to grow fruits and vegetables and facilities will provide to
export them to increase the income of the farmers as well as foreign exchange for the
country.
Required financial and technical aid will be provided for the development of the agriculture
industry.
Agriculture machinery, pesticides and seed prices will be controlled in genuine limits, sales
tax and surcharge will be cut down and agriculture loans will be offered.
We will get rid of feudalism and land will be distributed throughout the country to protect
lower classes. A practical system of agriculture tax will be introduced.

EDUCATION
The aim of education policy will be basic literacy such as to increase the productivity of a
person thus education standard will be meliorated to be compatible with the job opportunities
in the society.










The education system will be reformed to get rid of the curse of cheating in the
examination and tampering with the result and any examiner, student or other related staff
was found guilty will be severely punished.
A model school of highest standard will be established in every district and tehsil which
will be run by independent administration. The admission will be strictly on merit basis
after an entry test. The expenses of education will be borne by the students however stipend
will be awarded to the deserving candidates.
The syllabus and examination will be set comprehensively in accordance with the country’s
industrial and trade demands.
Cooperation between the Pakistani universities and foreign institutions will be promoted to
achieve an internationally comparable standard of education.
Violence in the academic institutions will not be tolerated in any circumstances.
The vitality of the youth will be elicited to divert towards healthy activities.
The research, development, technical and scientific education will be addressed in the most
modern manner to meet the challenges of the 21st century. The high standard of scientific
and technical education will be maintained in the institutions and cooperation will be
extended for the research centers in all major subjects.

EDUCATION AND LITERACY
Pakistan Conservative party believes that low literacy ratio and defective education standard is
the basic reason of economical and social declension. Our aim is that within five years every
child of 6-12 years of age will go to school so that after 15 years literacy is quite common. We
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understand that our education system failed to pace with the prerequisite of modern era.
Consequently many educated youngster remain jobless. We intend to rebuild the education
system to cope with the requirements of time.

LITERACY







The primary education system will be implemented with perfection under the social action
program and not even a single penny will be wasted in the course.
The mosque may be utilized as primary school between the Zohr and Asr prayers at
suitable places.
The educated and jobless persons will be offered to open a school in their areas after
receiving basic teachers training, specially lady teachers will be urged to open girls
schools. The government will provide free land for this purpose in rural areas.
The lady teachers will be posted near their residences as far as possible and their transfer
will be done according to their preferences keeping in view their difficulties.
The degrees from our institutions do not bear any value of acceptance. Independent
examination board will be established with the cooperation of international institutes to
restore the respect of our degrees globally so that persons seeking employment possess
capabilities of international standard.

HEALTH
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE:
The health system is tattered in Pakistan and citizen are not provided even basic health
facilities. Pakistan Conservative party plans to start a comprehensive National Health services
with the collaboration of private sector. The National Health Service will be as such:









Every citizen will have a Medical Card to receive medical treatment from a doctor. The
state will pay these doctors an annual fee according to the list of their entitled patients.
This facility will start in rural area and then it will be open all over.
There will be at least one hospital in every district capable of diagnosing diseases and
having facility for semi medical training.
Possibly every village will have a medical center.
Provision of potable water and sewerage system project will be given priority. Schemes
like Orangi Pilot Project, Karachi will be started in the entire country.
The private sector will be encouraged to expand pharmaceutical industry and diagnostic
equipment manufacturing leading to affordable and effective medical treatment for the
common people.
An autonomous body, Drug & Food Administration, will be formed to provide quality
drugs, to prevent supply of sub-standard drugs and to control the prices.
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SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAM:
In addition to the basic education and basic health protection, other aspects of Social Action
Program are welfare, provision of water to villages and sanitation issues, which will be
addressed specifically. Pakistan Conservative party will act to enhance and accelerate the
Social Action program as follows:





The political influence will be minimized in implementation of social program and all
recruitment will be ensured on merit only and development areas will also be selected on
merit.
The involvement of local welfare groups will be extended in these programs.
The power and authority in respect of these program will be shifted from center and
provinces to the concerned districts and local bodies.

HOUSING:
A big chunk of city population is living in Kachi Abadis and similarly people are living flimsy
houses. Pakistan Conservative party will introduce a national policy through which residential
facilities will be enhanced and new towns will be built as directed by the holy prophet
Muhammad PBUH. In this regard low cost houses in the cities and cheap plots in the rural
areas will be provided. The construction industry will be encouraged with the financial grants
to the departments under friendly policies.

TRAVEL & TRANSPORT:
Pakistan Conservative party will review the public transport system to reduce pollution, traffic
load and necessary travel facilities. Special consideration will be given to the transport of buses
and wagons to upgrade the transport service. The system to apply for a driving license will be
changed to eliminate the issuance of bogus licenses through bribery to eliminate the threat to
citizens’ lives.

ENVIRONMENT:
Pakistan Conservative party is fully conversant with the environment pollution issues and
pledges to take necessary action for improvement.

RIDDANCE OF POVERTY & SOCIAL SECURITY:
It is the religious obligation of the state to look after the welfare of the lowest class of the
society. We could not provide adequate social security to the poor and depressed people in
Pakistan. Despite of the lack of resources, Pakistan Conservative party promises:
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The district will maintain a register to record every poor, widow, orphan and aged person
who cannot earn to provide them living.
These people will be issued medical cards to receive treatments.
These people will get basic necessities such as food from food stamps or BAITUL MAAL.
The poor will be preferred to avail loans for small business.
Domestic schemes will be promoted to help poor women raise their income.

UNEMPLOYMENT
Unemployment has become a grave crisis in our country, threatening our basic social structure.
It is not possible for any government to employee every single person in the country. Pakistan
Conservative party believes in the promotion of private employment for the rapid growth
which is quite slow in government jobs. The following steps will be taken to create job
opportunities under this policy:

YOUTH TRAINING PROGRAM
The government will provide one hundred thousand opportunities for apprenticeship in the
field of Trade & Industry. These opportunities will be created to train electricians, plumbers
and mechanics with the cooperation of private sector.

BUSINESS PARK
Possibly a Business Park will be established in every district to facilitate to start a workshop or
small business.

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE DEPARTMENTS
Agricultural cooperative departments will provide necessary training and financial assistance
to those who desire to establish dairy farms and arrange these products to be sold at utility or
cooperative stores.

GOVERNMENT JOB
The government jobs will be offered strictly on merit.
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SELF EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
Small Necessary professional training will be Business Corporation will provide loans on merit
basis without any political affiliation.

LABOUR REFORMS
Nation cannot prosper unless the workers of the country are in good condition. Labour laws
will be improvised to develop good relations between the employee and the employer. Such as:






Maximum 48 working hours per week.
Law will be passed to ensure safety during the work and compensation in case of any
industrial accident.
Law will be passed to completely eliminate the child labour.
Necessary professional training will be given to improve the standard of the workers.
All industrial units will be bound to reserve 50% shares for the workers. Industries will be
urged to build colonies for workers.

WOMEN WELFARE
Our social development program has the top priority for the increase in women literacy ratio
and their earning capabilities.
Pakistan Conservative party has a comprehensive program to ensure social, political and
economical status for women.
In this regard:





The working women will be provided protection and residential facilities in urban areas.
More resources will be allocated to increase women literacy ratio and their education.
The women will be granted funds through cooperative and social organizations so that they
have their role in the development of garments and handicrafts.
Strict laws will be made and implemented to cease the violence against women.

PENSIONERS
Pensioners are badly hurt due the hike in inflation of currency in the past three years. Pakistan
Conservative party will take necessary measures for the beneficial of low pension persons and
widows of pensioners using available sources.
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MINORITIES
An Islamic society is bound to secure social, religious and economical interest and Pakistan
Conservative party will secure minorities interest to the full extent. Pakistan Conservative
party will ensure that minorities will have freedom, security, civil rights and equal
opportunities to progress.

FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE



Pakistan Conservative party will provide all possible opportunities to special people to
utilize their social and economical capacities.
Special people will have their quota in professional and technical institutions.

NATIONAL SECURITY AND FOREIGN POLICY
Pakistan is isolated internationally today and our national identity and ideology is in danger
like never before. Pakistan Conservative party will adopt such a foreign policy according to
national interests and will be embellished with strong defense, rising economy and public
confidence.
The basic goal of our foreign policy will be to secure our defense, economical interests and
idealistic identity and will base on the following guidelines:
Pakistan Conservative party will follow what Quid-e-Azam said “friendship with all
confrontation with none”.
Pakistan Conservative party will struggle to achieve UN’s charter of peace for mutual
existence.
Pakistan Conservative party will work for Pakistan’s integrity, security and peace.
Pakistan Conservative party believes in peaceful nuclear program and strictly oppose the bias
and one sided behavior.
Pakistan Conservative party will stand with UN to cope with the international terrorism.
Pakistan Conservative party believes in the rights of Kashmiris as a sacred national duty.
Pakistan Conservative party wants good relations with all neighboring and south Asian
countries.
Pakistan Conservative party will favour all efforts to bring peace and reconstruct Afghanistan.
The friendship with China is the main pillar of our foreign policy and Pakistan Conservative
party will stand through thick and thin in this regard.
Pakistan has good relations with USA, Europe and Japan. Pakistan Conservative party will
strengthen these ties for international peace, trade and investment.
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Unnecessary defense and non-productive expenses will be cut down to boost the social sector
so that the citizens are provided with employments, residents, education, proper food, potable
water and transport facilities.
Expatriate Pakistanis will be given right to vote to invite their role in developing foreign ties.
70% Pakistani nation is chained and Pakistan Conservative party wants to invoke the self
reliance so that our nation proudly stand amongst the other nations.
Pakistan Conservative party wants the people to recognize those who have been ruling them
for the last 65 years and make a right use of their vote.
Pakistan Conservative party will give awareness to the people to vote for Pakistan
Conservative party to differentiate between the slavery and freedom, so that Pakistan can get
rid of high debts and the depressed chained nation win its right of freedom and prosper.
Resolve the old issues of energy and water to give our nation a sigh of relief.

ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO THE ENERGY AND WATER CRISIS
God has rewarded us with diamonds, emeralds and petrol and our reservoirs are far bigger than
other countries have. Pakistan Conservative party will dig out and utilize our natural resources
and very soon a campaign will be launched.
Pakistan Conservative party has decided that very soon we will utilize our natural resources,
produce energy from windmills, coal and dams and introduce a new rising prosperous Pakistan
to the world.
Our struggle to make greater Pakistan and make our people prosperous will continue forever.

LONG LIVE PAKISTAN

LONG LIVE PAKISTAN CONSERVATIVE PARTY

LONG LIVE PEOPLE

PROSPEROUS PEOPLE

PROSPEROUS PAKISTAN

